April 2018

Requiem and Clarinet Concerto with Vaughan Williams
Five Mystical Songs.
Wow what a concert! We had such wonderful feedback from all who attended
our concert on the 25th March. The concert was in memory of a TCS member,
Jean Burt, who had joined the choir back in 1955 and remained loyal for over
55 years. It was an absolute pleasure to be part of this concert with all the
musicians and soloists, who helped make it such a success.
Hearing back from Jean’s family, who were overjoyed with the concert and said
that Jean would have really enjoyed it.
So well done everyone we should be really proud of ourselves. Thank You
Helen and Rowena for you hard work.

photos courtesy of Clive Heaphy
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Towcester Poppy Cascade Project 2018
This project is a community one to commemorate the ending of World War 1, in
collaboration with Towcester Evening WI, St Lawrence Church, Royal British Legion,
SNVB School of Life Project
Both the Towcester Primary Schools and Sponne School are taking part, along with many
other local organisations and groups, plus individuals from our community.
If anyone would like to make some poppies to be added on behalf of TCS then that would
be amazing for us to participate and to add to the cascade in Towcester, possibly with a
musical theme (materials etc) so that it shows that TCS has taken part and emphasise the
part that music had during World War 1 and that it still has today.
Please ensure that your pieces are passed to Catharine Tarbun by no later than
September 15th 2018 ready to be collated together and given to the WI for
preparation.
The poppies can be made in any medium, in any size. The idea is that there will be variety
on our cascade that will reflect the different ages, skills and expertise of our community.
If they are knitted, crotched, sewn poppies etc it would be very useful to leave a strand of
wool/thread at the end to assist us in attaching them to the cascade.
The Cascade will be erected in the week 20-26 October and the Remembrance Garden
Opening Ceremony is on Saturday 27 October which all are invited to. The organisers
are hoping that many more people will come and view the cascade on Remembrance Day Sunday 11 November too.
It is not envisaged that this will be a permanent fixture at the Remembrance Garden but we
are looking at ways of prolonging its life. Perhaps you may have some suggestions for
other venues to display all or part of it, e.g. the Chapel of Rest at the Cemetery, The Forum.
Of course, the weather may not be on our side in October/November but they are not
concerned that over time the poppies may look a bit damp and soggy – that may become
part of its charm. With Pre-school and Nursery groups who may be using paper etc, they
will probably just put their poppies out for the Opening Ceremony and Remembrance Day
so that they do not get totally spoiled.
The important point to make is that we want everyone in our community to have fun and
come together to remember those that sacrificed their lives in World War 1. Lt Col John
McCrae, sums up our thoughts in his poem In Flanders Fields (1915):
“If you break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields.”
Catharine Tarbun
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Member Personal Data - a new policy
We try not to become too bogged down in bureaucracy in TCS, but
there are times when we need to check that we are complying with
all the rules and regulations which may apply to us as an
organisation. From 25th May, 2018, a new law will replace the Data
Protection Act - the General Data Protection Regulation. In order to
comply with this, which will apply to us, we shall need to ensure that
we ask all members to consent explicitly to the society using their
personal data for specific purposes. These purposes might entail
using your email address to contact you giving you information
about choir activities, for example. Committee member and Data
Manager, Phil Titheridge, has been working hard preparing for the
new developments and will be shortly be explaining what we have to
do and why we have to do it, at one of our rehearsals. It is an
important issue, and one which we need to get right, so your
co-operation in this will be very welcome. There will be a little form
filling in required, but nothing too onerous. Look out for Phil
explaining everything at a rehearsal in the near future, and all will
become clear.
Many thanks

Chris
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Chairman’s notes
By the time you read this, we shall have presented our Palm Sunday
concert, and hopefully be lying back relaxing, feeling content with a
job well done, before launching ourselves into the fray again
preparing for our Summer concerts. Mozart’s Requiem was certainly
challenging, arguably the most challenging piece we have tackled
thus far, but ultimately, most satisfying and enjoyable to sing. It’s a
‘big sing’ and one for which we needed to be feeling strong, but
certainly one which brought out our best efforts. We were so
fortunate in being able to invest Jean Burt’s generous bequest in
engaging wonderful soloists and instrumentalists: a great joy.
The Summer concerts will celebrate the birth of Nelson Mandela and
we shall welcome the singers of Nicholas Hawksmoor School,
Towcester who will join us in singing “Zimbe”, a choral work by
Alexander L’Estrange. As well as the African theme, there will also
be other items of world music on the programme. We look forward to
this very much.
It has been a busy year for us so far, with a workshop, two sets of
concerts, carol singing at Bell Plantation and Towcester Racecourse
already under our belt. None of it would be possible without the
wonderful teamwork displayed at our weekly rehearsals. We are very
grateful to all our lovely members who help the committee with
setting out chairs, arranging equipment and generally assisting in
making things run smoothly.
Many thanks to you all.
Best wishes for a wonderful summer season.
Chris
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FROM THE EDITOR
Finally I have managed to get round to completing the twice yearly newsletter for
this end of the year. Apologies for anyone waiting for it earlier, problems with
technology and time have been a factor. However the long awaited newsletter is
now here for you to read.
We have been doing lots of amazing things fundraising our latest fundraiser was
the Soup and Puds event which was again an amazing success and thanks to
Cynthia and her team for all their hard work, raising over £430!!!
I along with the rest of the committee, would like to welcome the latest new
members for TCS since the start of the new season they are: Leah Wall
Ann Gray, Rowland Huggett, Christine Jeffery, Tracey Smethers, Sue Wright
New Prospective Members are: Mike Andrew, Dalliah Owen, Lesley Tanton and
Clair Green. We hope that you find us a welcoming bunch and enjoy your time
with us.
I hope you enjoy the newsletter and remember if you have anything for
forthcoming newsletters then please don’t hesitate to contact me on my details
below. Next Newsletter will be October 2018.
Editor: Catharine Tarbun Tel: 01327 353107
Email: catharinetarbun@gmail.com
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Summer Concert Zimbe Some information on the piece
A composer can find inspiration in the unlikeliest of settings, and the genesis of Zimbe! is as extraordinary as any. The seeds of my affinity with African music and the gospel tradition were sown in the
early nineties through a chance encounter on a train en route to London. Sitting opposite me was a
woman with a small book of manuscript paper on her lap. I asked politely whether she was a musician and she replied that she was on her way to lead a music group at a prison. She was working on
“African and gospel” music, but, although she knew many excellent songs, she was really an artist,
not a musician, and was rather lacking in confidence when it came to leading a singing workshop. “I
could help,” I offered gamely, and it all took off from there. We struck up a working relationship,
and she introduced me to songs, tapes, books, and friends with a plethora of songs to share. I immediately fell in love with the music. Together we ran singing groups, in Oxford, London and beyond, and I quickly became immersed in arranging, teaching, sharing and performing African songs.
I later produced a collection of choral arrangements for Faber Music entitled Songs of a Rainbow
Nation, and it was in response to performing these arrangements that Justin Doyle, conductor of the
Dorking Choral Society, approached me with a view to commissioning a more substantial piece
based on African and gospel themes. Justin happened to call the morning after The No. 1 Ladies’
Detective Agency had been shown on TV; we had both watched it, and both had been moved by the
use of music in the production (filmed on location in Botswana). One particularly moving moment
depicted a funeral scene, involving a huge number of local “extras” breaking into an apparently
spontaneous performance of a traditional funeral song. It was decided that my piece would aim to
reflect some of the manifold ways in which music plays a part in everyday life in Africa – from the
rising of the sun to its setting, both literally and figuratively. I wanted to capture the essence of the
African spirit through glimpses into the human experience – simple children’s playground songs from
Ghana and Zimbabwe; a Xhosa lullaby for mothers of the victims of Apartheid; a raucous drinking
song; sensuous wedding songs; and some beautiful funeral and worship music – all imbued with the
spirit, energy and simplicity that is so typical of the African song tradition. Zimbe is Swahili for “Sing
them”: just as others have shared these wonderful songs with me, I wish to pass them on now.
Scored for SATB choir, unison children’s choir and jazz quintet, with copious percussion, the settings
reflect my own musical make-up: within the piece we find references to jazz, pop, the Western choral tradition and, of course, “world music”. African songs are easy to learn and impossible to forget;
that is the very nature of the communal song tradition. The songs I have chosen to arrange are fun,
moving and infectiously tuneful – and through them we find ourselves in a wonderfully simple, joyous realm where music imitates life, and life inspires music. Njooni! Zimbe! Nyimbo za Afrika (Come!

Dates for your diary:
12th May Coffee Morning
23 June Fundraiser concert for Cropredy School (singing mostly the folk music
from last summer)
29th & 30th June Summer Concerts
3rd July AGM at Sawpitts

Collecting bottle tops
Margaret Shelley is collecting milk bottle tops of all colours as well as bottle tops from other drinks such as
bottles of water etc.
She is collecting these for St Katherine's House Hospice in Banbury.
If you can collect as many as you can and pass them onto Margaret at rehearsals she would be grateful. Please
let all your friends and family know to collect them as well .
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We are all used to seeing various directions on music scores such
as :“Breathe” ,
“Stand”,
“Eyes up”,
“Smile”
( I always think this may be a little scary for the audience if suddenly all 40 of the
choir beam at them !)

(Apologies to Tom Baker !)
However in the endless task of cleaning scores ( and removing sticky labels, which
always seem harder to remove than our own L) I thought I would share some of the
stranger notations that we have had to erase.
“Careful with dynamics”
“Blade” then “Sob”
“Angels” same speed over
Golf Balls *From memory

Eyebrows! – more vowels than const.

“Pumpkin face”

And my current favourite –
“Bungee strap” jazz – style

All of the above were
featured in recently returned copies
of
Mendelssohn – Elijah – ironically these were heavily marked on
virtually all pages, I say ironically as Mendelssohn had a reputation of having a
prodigious memory !
Courtesy of Judith and Helen at Central Library for their uplifting comments
on returned music.
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Catharine’s Skydive for Cynthia Spencer Hospice
On the 23rd June 2018 one of my best friends and I are doing a tandem skydive, all in the name of
charity! A charity very very close to our hearts.
Cynthia Spencer Hospice is an amazing charity and amongst a lot of other things they help family’s
deal with end of life care.
My personal experience was that they helped my family and I with such care and respect and did
everything we asked and more when my mum sadly lost her battle with cancer.
Now it’s 9 years on and a friend of ours sadly lost her mum recently and this spurred us into finally
making the decision to fly/fall through the sky.
So if you haven't already and would like to please sponsor my friend and I on our mission to
Jump4Cynthia. It will certainly make it easier knowing how many people are supporting us.
There is a sponsorship form on the notice board of TCS alternatively you can go online and sponsor
via our Justgiving page https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/catharineandrachel
Any words of support, encouragement and wisdom are of course also very very welcome.
Catharine

MUSICAL SERENDIPITY [From a musician’s dictionary by David W Barber]

APPLAUSE Noise made by audience [often at the wrong time] to express a desire to end a performance and
go home.
CONSONANTS A subject of manic obsession among choirmasters. It is said that by their use, one word
may be distinguished from another.
ENCORE A nasty method by which performers get back at the audience for its feigned appreciation in the
form of applause. Audiences would be well advised not to applaud at all, so that everyone can get home that
much sooner.
GRACE NOTE Every once in a while the solo performer will attempt an interval jumping from one note to
another. In many cases this is mere guesswork.
MUSIC STAND An intricate device for propping up music, except at crucial times such as during a performance. It comes in two sizes, too high and too low.
ORGAN A mythical instrument, part man and part beast, known to inhabit churches especially ones that are
cold, damp, draughty, and impoverished. Can also be an effective means of suppressing sermons.
PERFORMANCE The main reasons for the getting together of any number of musicians, usually to perform
a piece of music [ ideally, all at the same time].
PRODIGY A person who shows tremendous musical talent at a very early age. Those wishing to be considered prodigy material would be well advised to die young before it becomes apparent that they aren’t going to
get any better.
REST A short period of relative silence in an individual part, useful for turning pages, breathing, coughing,
and so forth.
RHYTHM A faculty in great demand and, unfortunately, in very short supply among those involved in music.
TEMPO The speed at which music travels. It is always faster in performance than in rehearsal, usually by a
factor of two.
TONE-CLUSTER A kind of choral orgy. First discovered by a very well-endowed lady pianist, while leaning forward to turn a page.
TUXEDO A type of ill fitting black suit worn by male musicians during a performance. At least ten years
old. Too large, too small, too baggy or too tight. The female equivalent is any dress, which is vaguely black
[i.e.black, blue, grey, brown, purple, chartreuse, etc.]
VIRGINAL A keyboard instrument, similar to the harpsichord, so called because of the sort of ladies who
were supposed to play it in the 16th century....and if you believe that you’ll believe anything!
WRONG NOTES IT must be understood that this is a relative term, and refers only to those examples performed by someone else.
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Tips for learning our pieces
Due to time constraints and other commitments it is not always
easy to organise extra rehearsals to cover pieces that may either
be familiar to long-established members but not new recruits, or
just to practice those pieces that some us find are taking longer
to sink in!
Other ways of learning these pieces could include the following:
1. The John Fletcher website on www.johnfletchermusic.org
for which the Choir makes an annual donation. Not all
pieces are on here though but it is useful for those tricky
pieces that just one part may have as they are all listed
separately .
2. iTunes (or other downloadable music files) – it can be
useful to listen to a good version a few times to become
more familiar with it, although this is of course all parts
combined and will not include any particular arrangements
by Helen.
3. YouTube – as above, it can be helpful to listen and watch
other recordings.
4. A rehearsal of just a few choir members arranged amongst
themselves with timing to suit. This could be a few of each
voice, or most of one voice if a part is proving tricky.

Link to help when learning classical pieces helps
with vocal parts if you need help http://
www.cyberbass.com/Major_Works.htm
Please don’t forget to follow us on facebook and twitter for all the latest
information and news.!!! Get family and friends to also follow us, spread
the word of the choir!!

https://www.facebook.com/towcesterchoral
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@towcesterchoral

Towcester Choral Society and the Internet
This is an update on our web site and the online fundraising that has
taken place.
Newer members may not be aware that our society has its own web site
which can be found at: http://www.towcesterchoralsociety.org.uk.
Fundraising: Do you purchase anything via the Internet? If you do
then you can help us with our fundraising at no extra cost to yourself.
Instead of shopping direct with your chosen supplier, you can go to
them via
http://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/towcestercs.
This selects Towcester Choral Society as your preferred 'cause'. You
must register as supporting TCS and then we will receive a cash-back
as a result of your purchase. There are now nearly 3000 online retailers
who are registered with 'Easyfundraising'. It seems that the most
popular for our members are ‘John Lewis’, 'Amazon', and ‘Ebay’.
Tell your friends too, anyone who buys on the internet can choose
'Towcester Choral Society' as their cause.
Why not add http://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/towcestercs to your
favourites NOW. Don’t forget you must register with ‘Easyfundraising’
first and then log on to the retailers site before going shopping to ensure
we get the cash. Apple and Android apps are now available which some
might find easier to use.
Search Engine:
Why not change your search engine and help TCS in the process?
Instead of using Google use Easysearch.
Go to http://towcestercs.easysearch.org.uk/ and save the entry and
use it instead.
Although more than 75 members have internet access only 30 have
registered with Easyfundraising so far which is disappointing. Hopefully
all those registered are buying or at least searching?
So far £539 has been raised by our activities. Keep buying and even if
you are not buying please keep searching with Easysearch.
Royston King
IT and Membership Secretary
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